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Wireless ad hoc network consists of a set of wireless nodes with-
out a fixed infrastructure. It enables new and exciting appli-
cation, but also poses a lot of significant technical challenges. 
How to share the radio spectrum for different nodes is one of the 
challenges. T D M A is one of the solution to share the spectrum. 
However, it can be shown that finding the minimal timeslots for 
scheduling different links in a network with arbitrary topology 
is a N P Complete problem. 
In this thesis, we present some algorithms for timeslots schedul-
ing in ad hoc network. In the first part, we present a sim-
ple centralized scheduling algorithm which can produce optimal 
scheduling in some kinds of ring networks. Such algorithm can 
facilitate some kinds of applications such as video-streaming or 
VOIP, in which delay jitter is one of the concerns. In the second 
part, we propose a distributed heuristic algorithm which can be 
applied on arbitrary topology for scheduling traffic. This algo-
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S u m m a r y 
In this chapter, introduction of the ad hoc network and 
the outline of the thesis will be given. 
1.1 A d hoc network 
Nowadays, wireless networks are commonly used and they have 
become a part of our life. Notebooks, mobile phones, PDAs, 
tracking sensors, all make use of the wireless networks. Human 
beings are able to communicate with each other or collect useful 
information at anytime and anywhere they want. This brings a 
lot of convenience to people arid greatly improve our quality of 
life compared to the people living in the past centuries. Besides, 
new wireless network standards arid technologies are appearing 
everyday to enable the easy deployment of applications. 
The deployment of wireless networks without a fixed infras-
tructure can be difficult. Ad hoc network is proposed to solve 
this problem. An ad hoc network is a network consisting of a 
collection of radio units with a wireless interface forming tein-
1 
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porary connections. There is no fixed infrastructure involved in 
the communication. If the signal-to-noise ratio is high enough, 
two radio units can establish a direct communication link. How-
ever, if two radio units are far away, and the signal-to-noise ratio 
is not high enough, they can still communicate if other nodes 
in the network are willing to forward packets for them. This 
kind of network is called multi-hop radio network, which have 
many applications in military command and control systems, for 
which it is often not feasible to install any permanent commu-
nication infrastructure. 
Ad hoc networks are highly appealing for many reasons. They 
can be deployed and reconfigured quickly. They are highly ro-
bust due to its distributed nature and the absense of a single 
point of failure. So they are suitable for use in situations where 
an infrastructure is unavailable or it is expensive to deploy a net-
work with traditional infrastructure, such as cellular network. 
One of the possible uses is to provide crisis management service 
applications, such as in disaster recovery, in which the commu-
nication infrastructure is destroyed and it is crucial to set up 
the network in a short time. By using ad hoc networks, com-
munication networks can be set up in hours instead of weeks in 
the case of wired line communication. 
Bluetooth provides a platform for implementing ad hoc net-
works. Users can connect various devices, such as mobile phones, 
notebooks or printers in a quick and easy way via Bluetooth. 
The IEEE 802.11 protocol also supports ad hoc mode to let the 
devices to form an ad hoc network when a fixed wireless access 
point is unavailable. Recently, there is also a growing interest in 
other applications using ad hoc networks, such as communica-
tion between mobile sensors and peer-to-peer communications. 
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There are many challenges for designing ad-hoc network [1 . 
One issue concerns the multiple access control ( M A C ) scheme 
which is related to how to schedule traffic demands of the links 
in an efficient way. Although this is a relatively simple problem 
to state, it is complicated enough that no efficient solution for a 
general network topology has been commented yet. In this the-
sis, we investigate the problem of how to design a good schedule 
for certain types of ad hoc networks. 
1.2 Outline of the thesis 
The organization of the thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2, the 
background of the subject will be given. In Chapter 3, a cen-
tralized scheduling algorithm for a special kind of network called 
a ring network will be discussed. In Chapter 4, a distributed 
heuristic scheduling algorithm will be presented for the ad hoc 
network with an arbitrary topology. Lastly, in Chapter 5, a 
conclusion will be given as a final statement. 
n E n d of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Background Study 
S u m m a r y 
In this chapter, background study on scheduling algo-
rithms of ad hoc network is presented. 
2.1 Multiple Access Control ( M A C ) 
In a wireless environment, the radio spectrum is one of the 
scarcest resources. How to utilize the valuable specturm in the 
most efficient way is one of the critical issues. Iri order to share 
the radio spcctrum for different nodes in a network, a multiple 
access control ( M A C ) is needed to allocate channels for each 
node. M A C protocols for wireless networks can be classed into 
2 categories, namely contention-based and contention-free, de-
pending on the medium access strategy [24 . 
The contention-based scheme is normally used for transfer-
ring sporadic data on the mobile networks where the network 
topology is random and temporary. Wi-Fi local network in their 
ad hoc mode employs contention-based M A C protocols. Ex-
amples of such protocols include A L O H A , Slotted-ALOHA and 
4 
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C S M A . In A L O H A , a station accesses the medium as soon as it 
has a frame to send. If two or more stations are transmitting at 
the same time, collisions will occur. For Slotted-ALOHA, a sta-
tion must wait for the pre-defined interval of the time to start its 
transmission. In C S M A , a station that has data to send would 
try to detect the current transmission by sensing the medium. 
If the medium is busy, it will postpone the transmission. If the 
medium is idle, it will transmit the data immediately. 
O n the other hand, the contention-free schemes pre-define as-
signments to allow nodes to transmit information without con-
tending for the medium. Examples include F D M A , C D M A , 
TDMA[23]. Contention-free schemes are normally employed to 
provide bounded end-to-end delay and minimum bandwidth, fa-
cilitating delay sensitive applications such as video streaming. In 
this thesis, we will propose algorithms based on Spatial T D M A . 
2.1.1 T i m e Division Multiple Access ( T D M A ) 
T D M A systems divide the radio spectrum into timeslots, and in 
each slot only one user is allowed to transmit or receive. Each 
user occupies a cyclically repeating timeslot, so a channel may 
be thought of a particular timeslot that reoccurs in every frame, 
where N timeslots comprise a frame. 
2.1.2 Spatial T D M A ( S T D M A ) 
Although simple to implement, T D M A is very inefficient in view 
of resource utilization. An extension of T D M A which can in-
crease the network capacity is Spatial T D M A , or S T D M A [20 . 
S T D M A takes into the account that the nodes are in fact spread 
out geographically, so links with enough spatial separation can 
use the same timeslot for transmission. 
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S T D M A algorithms can be categorized into link scheduling 
7] [16] [3] [11] and broadcast scheduling [26] [8] [6] [9] . In 
link scheduling, the transmission right is assigned to links and 
both transmitters and receivers should be determined a priori. 
The algorithm introduced in this thesis belongs to this category. 
In broadcast scheduling, the transmission right is allocated to 
nodes, which allows them to transmit to any of their neighbors. 
In S T D M A , the algorithm used to generate the transmission 
schedule will affcct the cfRcicncy of spatial reuse. Thus, schedul-
ing algorithm becomes important for implementing the S T D M A 
scheme. In this thesis, we investigate algorithms for generating 
the transmission schedules. To introduce our approach, we need 
to introduce the interference model first. 
2.2 Interference Models 
2.2.1 Primary and Secondary Interferences 
To schedule two links at the same timeslot, we have to ensure 
that the schedule will avoid interference. There are two types of 
interference in the literature, namely primary interference and 
secondary interference [21. 
Primary interference is related to a scheduling whereby a 
single node performs more than one operation in the underlying 
timeslot, such as transmitting and receiving data at the same 
time. 
Secondary interference occurs under a scheduling in which 
a receiver R tuning to a particular transmitter is in the interfer-
ence range of another transmitter, whose intended destination 
is not R. 
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If the scheduling does not consider these two kinds of inter-
ference, conflicts will likely occur. 
2.2.2 Interference-based M o d e l 
There are two different ways to decide when a link can be active, 
depending on the assumptions. The two models are interference-
based model and graph-based model [12] [2 . 
For the interference-based model, signal-to-interference-and-
noise ratio (SINR) is used to described the aggregated intefer-
ences in the network as follows: 
Let {ik, ik e VK} be the subset of nodes simultaneously trans-
mitting at a time instant over the channel. Then the transmis-
sion from a node ir G W , is successfully received by a node 
js, Js i if and only if 
〉/J 
where is the power of node ir, d{ikjs) is the distance between 
nodes ik and js, and N is the thermal noise power level at the 
receiver, a is the path loss exponent, in which for outdoors 
environments 2 < a < 5 [25]. jSc is the threshold for reliable 
communication. This kind of interference model is commonly 
known as the Physical Interference Model [19. 
2.2.3 Graph-based M o d e l 
For the graph-based model, the ad hoc network is represented 
as a directed graph G with a set of nodes V and a set of edges 
E satisfying the condition 
(z，J) G E if and only if - 寧 》 ] 、 > 3c 
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where Pi is the power of node i, d{i,j) is the distance between 
nodes i and j, N is the thremal noise level at the receiver and 
a is the path loss exponent. [3。is the threshold for reliable 
communication. The schedule is then designed from the graph 
G. Interference from other nodes are not taken into account. 
Traditional method of link assignment is that given the set of 
edges E , the edges (z, j) and (/c, I) can be assigned to a same 
timeslot if and only if 
1. The vertices v^, vj,vk,vi are all mutually distinct, 
2. {i麟 E 咏]、iE 
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the conditions in graph-based model. 
The first criteria is to avoid the primary interference, that is, 
a node cannot receive and transmit simultaneously in the same 
timeslot. The secondary criteria is to avoid the secondary inter-
ference, that is a node cannot receive a packet while neighboring 
links are transmitting. 
Centralized algorithms [18] [4] as well as distributed algo-
rithm [10] [13] [15] have been proposed using this model. 
2.3 Scheduling in Graph-based M o d e l 
In this thesis, we will consider scheduling algorithms assuming 
the graph-based interference model. In order to model the in-
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tcrfcrcnce relationships between different links on graph-based 
model, the concept of a conflict graph [14] will be used. 
2.3.1 Conflict G r a p h 
Every link in the connectivity graph G{V, E) is represented by a 
node in the conflict graph G'{V', E'). T w o nodes in the conflict 
graph are connected by an edge if their corresponding links in 
G are interfering with each other, i.e. the links cannot be ac-
tive simultaneously. Whether two links are interfering with each 
other depends on the interference model. In Figure 2.2, we show 
an example on how to find the conflict graph. The connectivity 
graph is shown on the left. Assume each node in the connec-
tivity graph has only one radio interface, i.e. each node cannot 
transmit and receive at the same time. Thus link A will con-
flict with link B, link B will conflict with link C and link C will 
conflict with link D. A dotted line is shown in the connectivity 
graph to represent there is interference between them. Assume 
there is no other conflict due to sufficient separations between 
transmission nodes. Then we can obtain the corresponding con-
flict graph, which is shown on the right. Noticc that the link in 
the connectivity graph will become a node in the conflict graph. 
©—.；'--.....© © ® 
‘、./ jj I 
I A B 丨 
XZ^ Int叶ftTence i 
© ' . . , ) : 、 © © © 
Connectivity Graph Conflict Graph 
Figure 2.2: Example of conflict graph. 
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By transforming the connectivity graph into the cor.flict graph, 
the tirneslot assigning problem in the connectiMt}' graph is oqui'.'-
alent to the coloring problem in the conflict graph. Xo tv;o nod^ s^ 
connected by an edge in the conflict graph can tho same 
color. Thus finding the minimal-length schedule for tho nrz_k、s 
is equivalent to finding the minimal colors needed for coloring 
the conflict graph. Such coloring problems are sho'/.'n to b''： 
noiideteniiinistic polynomial complete 22^  _17_, DiffcreiA 
graph coloring heuristicscan be used to solve the problems in 
a practical way. 
In chapter 3 of this thesis, v/e are focusing on a centralized 
algorithm which can produce optimal results for ring notv/orks 
under some condition.s. b\' usin^ i a kind of sequences ijioioosed 
by us. called Ptegular Sequences. In chapter 4. propose a 
distributed heuristic algorithm which is simple to irr.pkrr.er.t for 
scheduling traffic demands on a general netv/ork. Moreo'/er. 一his 
o ) 
algorithm can produce the optimal scheduling in certain kiLd o: 
special networks. 
二 E n d of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Scheduling Algorithms in Ring 
Networks 
S u m m a r y 
In this part, a new family of sequences called Regular 
Sequences will be introduced. By using the sequences, 
we present a centralized algorithm which can produce 
optimal scheduling for ring networks with even-number 
of edges and certain type of ring networks with 
odd-number of edges. The resulting schedules have 
properties that make them suitable for applications 
such as video streaming or VOIP in which delay jitter 
between packets is an important concern. 
11 
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3.1 Problem Formulation 
Network M o d e l 
Consider a ring network where the number of links is equal to 
n as in Figure 3.1. The links are labeled as hih, ...In. The 
capacities of all links are assumed to be the same, which is equal 
to C. However, the traffic demands r^  are different for different 
links. Let r^  二也.C where p^ e N , q^  e N and < q” In this 
part of the thesis, we are dealing with the problem of how to 
allocate timeslots for different links so that the traffic demands 
are satisfied. Before going on to introduce our algorithms, it 
should be stated that following assumptions are made. 
i.�:4 � 
o ‘ 
Link:/’ z , 今 , - / '< '' Rate; r- / \ 
— / . s / 
/ - v.. ‘ / 
Q 〇 
Link:/, /l.mk:/,,., 
Rate:。 — 一 . K舰j: 
Link: in 
Rate: r,, 
Figure 3.1: Example of a ring network. 
Assumptions 
1. Primary interference is being considered, that is a node 
cannot receive data and transmit data at the same time. 
2. Each node is equipped with a directional antenna with 
transmission range equal to one hop. Interference at 2 hops 
or more is negligible. In other words, it is assumed that, 
any node will not receive more than one transmission at a 
time. So there is no secondary interference. 
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\ / \ 、 z / 善--
—.....7 . •., •. / ••, 
/ . . . . ' ' \ ’ \ _ ' > / / 、 
Radiatjaivi>attern of \ fUKimtiori pattern «1 
node 3 X / n — “ “ — 丨 顺 i e l 
— - . _ • ― ‘ 
Radiation patteni of 
node 2 
Figure 3.2: Illustration of assumption 2. 
3. The rates of all the links are feasible (i.e. r\ S C). 
4. The capacities of all the links are the same, which is equal 
to 1. 
Link 1 
Data Rate: 5/K 广、 




L ink 4 Link 2 
Data Rate: ： Data Kale: 1,8 
〇 - - - - 一 — O 
Link .1 
Data Rale: 2 ''H 
Figure 3.3: Example of scheduling a ring network. 
Based on these assumptions, consider the network in Figure 
3.3. There are totally four links with required rates of | 
and I respectively. Suppose the period of the timeslots is 8. One 
way to assign the timeslots for Link 1, 2 and 3 is following: 
Timeslots | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 
Link 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 _0_ 
Link 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Link 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
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To schedule Link 4, only timeslot 5 can be used. Other times-
lots cannot be used due to the interference from Link 1 and Link 
3. By using this timeslot allocation, Link 4 can only achieve the 
rate of | which is smaller than the required rate However, if 
we assign the timeslots as following: 
Timeslots | l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 
Link 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
Link 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Link 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Link 4 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
The required rates of all four links can be achieved. From this 
example, we can see that whether the rates of a network can 
be achieved depends on how the timeslots are assigned. If the 
timeslots are allocated without a systematic design, network ca-
pacity cannot be fully utilized. 
3.2 Regular Sequences 
To obtain the proposed schedules, we first introduce two sets of 
binary sequences, Sj)’q and is a shifted version of Sp、q. 
By using these two sets of sequences, we can allocate timeslots 
efficiently according to the rates of the links. W e will describe 
the algorithm in the later section. Here, we discuss how to con-
struct the sequences via the following algorithms: 
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A l g o r i t h m 1 For a positive integer q, define the binary se-
quences where p G {0,1, 2,... g} in the following ways: 
1. The length of is q. Denote the sequence, Sp^g, as cij�q，]^a跳2. . . 
2. ao，Q，z = 0 VzG {l,2,...g} 
3. ai，g,i == 1 and ai,?，！ 二 0 Vi 6 {2, 3,... g} 
4. for m := 2 to 署」do 
(a) cwn几I 二 e : [2 S S 二 2m,m e Z) W {i 二 g)} 
(b) arn.q^i = 1 Vz G {z ： arn-\,q,i == 1} 
(c) For all j where <2'm’g’j have not been allocated in steps 
(a) and (b)，choose one j and let am^q^j 二 1 so that the 
1 in the sequence Sp^g will appear as evenly distributed 
as possible. (That is，the distances between the newly 
placed ‘1，are the nearest ‘1 ‘ to its left and to its right 
in the newly formed sequence differ at most by 2.) Let 
a,m，gj = 0 for other J. 
5. for m |_2�+ i to q do 
Cim,q,i = 1 — Vz ^ 2, . . . q} 
A l g o r i t h m 2 Define the binary sequences where p G {0,1,2,... q} 
m the following ways: 
1. The length oftp^q is q. Denote the sequence, tp^g, as . .. bp制. 
2. for rn 2 to [J� do 
(a) 二 
(b) = «m，g,卜 1 Vz G {2, 3’... q} 
3. for m [|J 1 to q do 
K、q,i = 1 — Vz G {1,2, . . . q} 
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W e call the binary sequences Sp^ g and tp^g where p G {0,1, 2 ... q} 
the Regular Sequences of q. W e name the set of binary sequences 
Sp,q as Set S and that of as Set T. 
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the Regular Sequences for g = 7 and 
g = 8. 
Rate (p, q) Sj^ tp，q 
0/7 p 二 0,(] 二 7 0000000 0000000 
1 / 7 p = l , q 二 7 1000000 0100000 
2 / 7 p = 2,(7 - 7 1000100 0100010 
3/7 p = 3,q = 7 1010100 0101010 
4/7 p = 4,q = 7 0101011 1010101 
5/7 p = 5,q = 7 0111011 1011101 
6 / 7 p = 6,q = 7 0111111 1011111 
7 / 7 p = 7,q = 7 1111111 1111111 
Tabic 3.1: Regular Sequences for q = 7. 
Rate (p, q) ^ tp,q 
0 / 8 p - 0, g = 8 00000000 00000000 
1 / 8 p = l’g = 8 10000000 01000000 
2 / 8 p = 2，(^  = 8 10001000 01000100 
3 / 8 p = 3,g = 8 10101000 01010100 
4 / 8 p == 二 8 10101010 01010101 
5 / 8 p 二 二 8 01010111 10101011 
6 / 8 p = Q,q = S 01110111 10111011 
7 / 8 p 二 7,q = 8 01111111 10111111 
8 / 8 p = S,q = S 11111111 11111111 
Tabic 3.2: Regular Scqucnccs for q = 8. 
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T h e o r e m 1 Let 
X 二 a]a2 …cin be a Regular Sequence in Set S with rate r工= 
« < 1 
q — 2， 
y 二 b]Jj2... bji be a Regular Sequence in Set T with rate Vy 二念 S 




By the algorithm constructing the Regular Sequences, if r^ < 
then {z ： a, = 1} C {j ： 1 < J < n - 1, J = 2 m + l,m G Z}. 
If Ty < I then C{j :2<j < n’ J = 2m,me Z}. 
Since, 
{ j :1<J <n- = 2 m + l,m G Z} n : 2 S S n,j 二 2m, m e Z} 
二 ij/ : (1 S jf S n — 二 2 m + l,m 6 Z ) 八 < $ n,j 二 2m, m G Z)} 




T h e o r e m 2 Let 
X = aia2 . . >an be a Regular Sequence vn Set U with rate r工 二 
a ^ I 
q — 
y 二 b\b2 …bn be a Regular Sequence in Set U with rate Vy = 
-> \ for some non-negative integers a, b and positive integer q, 
Q 丄 
where U 二 S or T，r丄 + ry S 1. 
Then, 
{i ： a^ = 1} n { j : bj = 1} = (D. 
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Proof 
Let rc 二 1 — ry and z 二 cic2... c^ be the Regular Sequence in 
Set U with the rate tv By the basic property of the constructing 
algorithm, {i : c^ ^ 1} ^ {i : b^ — 0}. Since 
rx + ry < 1 
+ (1 - rc) < 1 
r'J： ^ �c • 
By the way we construct the sequences, {i ： a^ = 1} C {i \ c^ ^ 1} 
for r^ < I and r^ < 
Thus, 
{z : a, 二 1} n {z : bz = 1} C {z : Q - 1} n {z : 二 1} 
= 0 
• 
Next, we introduce the following algorithm for allocating 
timeslots. W e will show that this algorithm can achieve op-
timal scheduling for a ring network if the number of edges is 
even. 
Algorithm 3 
1. Starting from link h，assign the sequence from Set S or T 
with the rate ri. 
2. for i 二 2 to n do 
tf “ and S � 
then assign the sequence from a set, which is different 
from the set used in the link to link U. 
else assign the sequence from a set，which is the same 
as the set used m the link k—i，to link U. 
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A chain network is a network consisting of a chain of nodes, 
such as the one shown in Figure 3.4. 
o o o o 
Link: 1! L ink: h L ink : ！ 
Rate; fi Rase: r；. Rate: 1、 
Figure 3.4: A chain network. 
T h e o r e m 3 Consider a chain network with n edges，where n 
is an even number. If + r^+i < 1 Vz G {1, 2, ...n — 1} and r^ 
is m the form ^ for some non-negative integers a^ and positive 
integer q. Apply the scheduling using the Regular Sequences by 
Algorithm 3. Let the sequence assigned to link n belong to the 
Set an- The following statements hold: 
1. If Ti <\ and Tn < I； then, ai + an, 
2. Ij rx<\ and r^ > 臺，then, o^i 二 
3. If rI > I and r^ < then, ai = an, 
4. If n � I and Tn > I, then, + 
Proof 
W e prove this by mathematical induction. 
Let S{n) be the statement stated in the theorem where n is an 
even number. 
W h e n n = 2, there are four different cases: 
Case(l): ri < \ and r2 < 
Case(2): ri < \ and『2〉 
Case(3): n > | and r2 
Case(4): n〉！ and r2> 
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For case (1), by Theorem 1, we can schedule the links with the 
sequences from two different sets, i.e. ai ^  a^. 
For case (2) and (3), by Theorem 2, we can schedule the links 
using the sequences from the same set, i.e. 二 
For case (4)，this case is not possible for n 二 2 as it violates the 
assumption ri + r2 < 1. 
So S(2) is true. 
Assume S{k) is true where k is an even number. For a chain 
network with number of edges 二 fc + 2 
Consider four different cases: 
Case(l): ri < I and Vk < 
Case(2): ri < | and r/, > 
Case(3): ri > | and r/c < 
Case(4): ri > | and n 〉 
In each of the above cases, consider three subcases: 
Case(a): rk+i < I and nyi < 
Case(b): r/^ +i < | and nyi > 
Case(c): r/c+i > \ and n+a < [ 
Note that the case r^+i > | and rk+2 > | is not possible as it 
violates the assumption rk+i + rk+2 < 1. 
Case(la): By the assumption, cei + By Theorem 
1, we have to let a^+i 二 Q^ i and ak+2 二 (^k. 
So Qi ^  ak+2 for ri < I and r/c+2 < 
Case(lb): By the assumption, a! + a^. By Theorem 1 
and 2, w e have to let ak+i 二 c^i and ak+2 二 
ai. So Qfi 二 for ri < | and rk+2 > I-
Case(lc): By the assumption, o^ i ^  ak. By Theorem 
2, we have to let a/c+i 二 ak and a/,+2 二 ^k-
So + for r i < \ and n+i < 喜. 
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Case(2a): By the assumption, ai 二 a；；：. By Theorem 1 
and 2, we have to let a/c+i 二 ak and + 
So Qi + a/c+2 for r i < \ and r/,+2 < 
Case(2b): By the assumption, ai 二 qa：. By Theorem 
2, we have to let a/^ +i 二 o^ i and a/c+2 — 
So ai = a/e+2 for r i < \ and rk+2 > 
Case(2c): This case is not possible as it violates the 
assumption Vk + rk+\ ^ 1. 
Case(3a): By the assumption, = ak- By Theorem 
1, we have to let ak+\ + ol^  and ak+2 = Q^i-
So Qfi 二 a/;:+2 for ri> \ and rk+2 < 去. 
Case(3b): By the assumption, ai 二 a/c. By Theorem 1 
arid 2, we have to let a^+i ^  c^ k and a/c+2 + 
n^ i. So o^ i + a^ /c+2 for ri > | and ？^；+之 > 
Case(3c): By the assumption, aj 二 a/c. By Theorem 
2, we have to let q/c+i = ak and ak+2 二 
So tti = a/c+2 for ri > I and rk+2 < 
Case(4a): By the assumption, ai + a^. By Theorem 1 
and 2, we have to let a/c+i 二 ak and a/c+2 + 
ak- So Qi = ak+2 for ri > ^ and rk+2 < 
Case(4b): By the assumption, o^ i + a^. By Theorem 
2’ we have to let a^+i = c^ k and o^ /c+2 =叫 , 
So ai + ak+2 for r： > | and rk+2 > 
Case(4c): This case is not possible as it violates the 
assumption r'k + n^+i < 1. 
So S{k + 2) is ture. 
Since the statement S{2) clearly holds, by mathematical induc-
tion, the statement S{n) is true for all positive even intergers 
n. 
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• 
3.3 Scheduling in Ring Networks with Even-
n u m b e r of Edges 
Definition 1 A feasible schedule is a schedule in which each 




- / \ 丨. 
Rate: r: / \ : 
./ / 
/ •、'' / o o 
Link: /Lmk:/“ 
Rate: o W �《观：广I」 
Link: 4 
Rate: /•,， 
Figure 3.5: Example of a ring network. 
T h e o r e m 4 For a ring network with n edges, where n is an 
even number, the scheduling with Regular Sequences obtained 
from, Algorithm 3 does not contain any conflicting Hrneslots (i.e. 
a feasible schedule) provided that 
n + n+i < 1 Vz G {l,2r..n- 1} 
and 
n + < 1 
where is the rate of link i and n is in the form ^ for some 
non-negative integers a^ and positive integer q. 
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Proof 
Finding the schedules of a ring network with n edges, where n is 
even, r^  + r^ +i < 1 Vz G {1, 2,... n — 1} and ri + < 1, is the 
same as finding the schedules of a chain network with number 
of edges 二 n, where (1) r^ + r^ +i < 1 Vz E {1, 2,... n — 1}, and 
(2) ri + Tn < 1. 
To satisfy Condition (1), we assign the sequences in the same 
way as a chain network with an even number of edges, n. By 
Theorem 3, 
1. If ri < I and Vn < then, o^ i + a几, 
2. If ri < I and r^ > then, ai 二 an, 
3. If ri > I and 厂„, < then, ai 二 ovn 
4. li ri > I and r'n > then, + an-
For case (1), since Qi + ovn by Theorem 1, link 1 and n can be 
scheduled together provided that n + r^ < 1. 
For case (2), since ai = an, by Theorem 2, link 1 and n can be 
scheduled together provided that ri + r^ < 1. 
For case (3), since Of： = o^ n, by Theorem 2, link 1 and n can be 
scheduled together provided that ri + r^ < 1-
For case (4), this case is not possible since n + 厂几〉1 violates 
the assumption. 
So Algorithm 3 can assign feasible sequences(i.e. sequences with 
no conflicts) on ring networks with an even-number of edges. 
• 
If the denominators of the rates are not the same, we can 
normalize all the rates to a common denominator. The following 
is an example showing this: 
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L ink : A 
广、Data Kate: 1 '2 u- —(J •'丨、 ‘ ： 
I ： 
L ink : D i L ink : B 
Data Rate: 1/6' 丨 D m i Rate: 13 
o — o 
L i n k : ( 
Data Kate: 7/1： 
Figure 3.6: Example of a ring network with cvcn-nurribcr of edges. 
E x a m p l e 1 Consider the network m Figure 3.6. Suppose the 
rates of the four links are 全，臺，嘉 and ^ respectively. To con-
struct feasible schedules, we first normalize the rates to 
長，悬.Construct Regular Sequences with q = 12. 
Rate Sj^ Vg 
0 / 1 2 p 二 二 1 2 Q O O O Q Q QQQQQQ QQOOQO QQQQQO 
1 / 1 2 p 二 l,q = 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 000000 010000 000000 
2 / 1 2 p = 2 , q 二 1 2 I Q Q Q Q Q lOOQQQ OIQQQQ QIOOQQ 
3 / 1 2 p = 3,q= 1 2 l O l Q Q Q IQQOQQ OIQIOQ QIOQQQ 
4 / 1 2 p = 4,q 二 1 2 l O l Q O Q lOlQQQ QIQIQQ QIQIQQ 
5 / 1 2 p = 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 101000 010101 QIQIQQ 
6 / 1 2 p = 6,g = 12IQIQIQ IQIQIQ QIQIQI QIQIQI 
7 / 1 2 p = 7,q^l2010101 QlQlll IQIQIQ 101011 
8 / 1 2 p = 8,g 二 12 QlQlll QlQlll 101011101011 
9 / 1 2 p = 9,q=l2 010111 011111 101011 101111 
10/12 p=10，g=12 011111 011111 101111 101111 
11/12 p=ll,g 二 12 011111 111111 101111111111 
12/12 p = 12, q = 12 111111 111111 111111 111111 
Tabic 3.3: Regular Scqucnccs for q = 12. 
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By Algorithm 3, we schedule link A first，choose a sequence 
from Set S. For link B, since rate of B is smaller than we 
choose the sequence from different Set, i.e. Set T. For link C, 
since the rate is larger than we choose the sequence from the 
same set，i.e. Set T. For the last link, as the rate is smaller 
than we choose the sequence from the same set too, i.e. Set 
T. So the schedules of those 4 links will be: 
Link Rate Set Schedules 
I S6,i2 101010 101010 
I t4,i2 OlOlQQ 010100 
J t j ’ n lOlOlQ 101011 
I 力2，I2 010000 010000 
Tabic 3.4: Schedules for example 1. 
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3.4 Scheduling in Ring Networks with an Odd-
n u m b e r of Edges 
In this section, we deal with the case where the number of edges 
in a ring network is odd. For a ring network with n edges, where 
n is odd, the following conditions 
r, + tvh < 1 VZ e {1,2,.. , ri - 1} 
and 
n + < 1 
where r, is the rate of link i and n 仏饥 the form ^ for some 
non-negative integers a^ and positive integer q 
are not sufficient to guarantee there exists a feasible schedule. 
Following is an example showing this. 
O L i r i k : 1| 
Data Rate: 1/2 
\ \ j . 、\../\ 
Link; “ " I 
Data Rare: 1 .’：！丨 z、•^丨 
丨， Link: 1； 
Data Rate: 1'2 
Figure 3.7: Example of a ring network with three edges. 
E x a m p l e 2 Consider a ring network with three links as m Fig-
ure 3.1. Let the required rates of links�h,k,k) be 
Thus, it satisfies the condtttons 
'厂 1 + '厂2 < 1 ； + rs < 1 arid r^ -f r i < 1. 
Since each link will interfere with another two links, at most one 
link can be active at a time. So the total rates of all the three 
- - _ • ••• I'll wiMiTiiTMimiiiiiMMvauoA^v&j 
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links must be less than 1. However，the sum of the required rates 
1 + 1 + 1 = 1 which IS greater than 1. So there must not exist 
a feasible schedule to achieve the required rates. 
In this section, we will provide extra conditions such that the 
ring network with odd-number of edges can be scheduled using 
the Regular Sequences. 
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3.4.1 Scheduling by Reducing a Ring Network with an 
O d d - n u m b e r of Edges into a Ring Network with 
an Even-number of Edges 
One way to obtain a feasible schedule is to group two neighbour-
ing links into one imaginary link. Then the ring network with 
odd-number of edges can be reduced into a ring network with 
even-number of edges. Thus, we can do the scheduling using 
Regular Sequences just like in section 3.3. So the imaginary link 
can get a Regular Sequence. By spliting that regular sequence 
using Algorithm 4 into two sequences(which are not Regular Se-
quences), the two neighboring links can get the schedules. 
Here we introduce Algorithm 4. 
Algorithm 4 
Input: 
X： Regular sequence of link 1� 
^ ； Rate of link Ij 
浩；Rate of link lj-\ 
Output: 
wi： Sequence of link I] 
W2: Sequence of link lj-\ 
Process: 
1. Let p be the number of Vs in x, q be the length of the se-
quence X. 
2. Let m be the L.C.M. (Least Common Multiple) of q, qi and 
3. Let y be the sequence by concatenating x for m/qi times, 
(i.e. If X 二 a例•.. CLn, 
then y = a\a2 . • • . . . ^ n • . . aly) 
^― coTi.seciit.ive 'dyx (I I 0-2 .. 
I •••• Ill • mtm •! Ill • III 
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4. Convert any (p • ^ - pi • 1 into 0,s. Let the converted 
sequence be wi. Note that the rate of wi 二 (Number of 
rs in yi = p'J. By converting (p. j —:Pi •宗)I's into O's, 
number of 1 remains 二 P .，—.，— Pi '⑦二 Pi . � 
So the rate of w�二 (pi . fj/m = f:. ‘ 
5. Let W2 = y - wi. Note that the rate of W2 二 口Number 
i 2 
of l，s in y 二 p ,巧 while number of 1 in wi = . So 
number of I's m W2 二'p . ^ —'P\ . f; = rn^ —岩）= m .岩. 
So rate of W2 = {rn . |)/m 二 盒. 
6. Output the sequence Wi,W2. 
Remarks: 
If we want the '1，s distributed on the output sequences more 
evenly, step 4 of the algorithm can he replaced by the following: 
4a Let z be the Regular Sequence Sp^q, 
where p/ = pi • ^ and qf = p - j-
Note that rate of z 二 rz < L 
(Since r 广'省二 fj�~^� U 
4h Construct the Regular Sequence z = . . . Zq丨,denote K 二 
{i : 二 0}. So, = qf — pf. 
4c Convert the i-th ‘1，of sequence y into (0, where i E K. Let 
the modified sequence be wi. Note that rate of wi = 
(Number of 1，s in y = qf. By converting {qf — p) 1，s into 
0，s，number of 1，s in 二 qf — {qf — pO 二 P " 
队.Hi 
彻 r a 力 = 豈 = & 二 f t . 
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T h e o r e m 5 When the number of edges m the ring network is 
odd, one can construct a feasible schedule provided that the fol-
lowing two conditions hold: 
1. < 1 V i G { 1 , 2 , . . .n - l , n } and 
2. There exists j G {1, 2,... n - l,n} such that 
(a) rj—2 + Tj-i ^ Vj < 1 and 
(b) Tj-i ^Tj + r 州 < 1 
where we define = /n-i； k 二 In, In+i 二 h ， = � n - i ， 
ro 二 r-n and r^+i = r： 
Proof 
If there exists a j such that the Condition (2) is hold, then we 
can group the link — x and I] to form an imaginary link 1。with 
rate r。二 r卜i+r” Thus, the network (J1J2, ...I]-iJ], ..., W 
can be reduced to (Zi, Z2, k, (ri…‘)which is an even-edge 
ring network. By Theorem 4, if condition 1 holds, then we can 
do the scheduling by the Regular Sequences in the same way 
described in Section 3.3. Thus link k will be assigned a reg-
ular sequence. By spilting the sequence assigned to Ic into 2 
sequences(which are not regular sequences) using Algorithm 4, 
we can get the schedules of links I] 一 i and 1” 
• 
E x a m p l e 3 Consider a ring network with the number of edges 
equal to 5. Let the rates for links (Zi, ,2’ h, k, k) be 悬，嘉，長’ 
To get a schedule，we can group h and k to form an imaginary 
link Ic with rate r^ = ^ + ^ = Thus，by previous section, 
we can have the following schedules: To split the sequences of 
I�we first calculate the L.C.M. (Least Common Multiple) of 
12,24 and 24, which is equal to 2入.Then we construct the 
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Link Rate Set Schedules 
I 5‘6，12 101010 101010 
I 4^,12 010100 010100 
^ 力7’i2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
I ^ 0 1 0 0 0 0 000000 
Tabic 3.5: Schedules for example 3. 
sequence y by concatenating 2 regular sequences of 1�Thus, 
y 二 010100010100010100010100. There are eight Vs m the se-
quence y. To split the sequence, we can just take any 5 Vs to 
obtain the schedule for I2 and take the remaining 3 Vs for k. If 
we want to make the 1，s distributed more evenly, we can do the 
following. Construct the regular sequence z with the rate 悬.So 
z 二 01010111. The first, third, fifth position of z is 0. Convert 
the first, third and fifth T of y into ‘0,. Thus the new sequence 
wi 二 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 would he the schedule of link 
Z2. W2 二 y — m 二 01〇〇0〇01〇00001〇00〇〇00〇〇0 would be the 
schedule of link Z3. 
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3.4.2 Scheduling by Shifting the Regular Sequences 
For some kinds of ring network with odd number of edges, al-
though there exists a feasible schedule for the nodes in the net-
work, we may not able to obtain the schedule by using the 
method stated in section 3.4.1. Following is an example showing 
this. 
L.ink: /f ( ) Link:/丨 
Ra[c: 2/：^  . 广 口 l^ ate; 2/5 
〇 o 
Link:/) Link; B 
Rare; 2/5 ‘ Rale: 
( 一 ) L i n k : ( : 、 」 
Rate: _?/:5 
Figure 3.8: Example of a ring network with five links. 
E x a m p l e 4 Consider the network in Figure 3.8. The desired 
rate of each link is |. The sum of rates of any three consecu-
tive links IS equal 力0誉 + 養 + 誉=誉.Thus, it violates the condition 
There exists j G {1,2,. . .n - l,n} such that 
1. + r'j一I + r] < 1 and 
2. Tj-i + r-j + r^+i < 1 
stated in Theorem 5. So we cannot obtain a feasible schedule 
using the method described m section 3.4.1. However there exists 
a solution by shifting the Regular Sequences. We will show the 
method in this section. 
iiiiiii •iiwiMii—iiMHMiniMiiiin-Mfwififfc-mirw'rrnni ••••miTimn 
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First, we define the cyclic shifting function f(x). 
Let f{x) be the right-shifting function which operates on a bi-
nary sequence cc 二 aia2... (in in following way: 
Define f � ( x ) as follows: 
/ ⑷ ⑷ = / 〇 / • . . . / > : ) . 
k terms 
e.g. If x = 10100, then f{x) 二 01010, /(3)(:r) 二 10010. 
Define /(。)（：!；）= x and f � ( x ) = f ( x ) . 
Define ao 二 an a n d a^+i 二 ^ i. 
L e m m a 1 Let the binary sequence x 二 a例…a.n and f{x) = hb2...hn. 
If 
a^+i 二 0 Vi e {z : a'i 二 1 } . 
thcTi 
：a, 二 1 } n { j ： bj = 1 } = 0. 
Proof 
Since 
f ( x ) = bib2b^...bn = 1. 
So, 
bi = a,卜 1. 
Thus, 
{2 : a, 二 1} n {j : bj = 1} 二 {z : a, 二 1} n {j ： a 广 1 二 1} 
= { i ： O t 二 1) A (a,_i 二 1)} 
= { z + 1 : (a“i = 1)八[(M = 1)} 
二 0 (Since a,,+i 0 Vz G {z ： a, = 1}) . 
I 11_>1_丨1_1 
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L e m m a 2 Let the binary sequences x 二 aia2...an cmd /[x] 二 hh.-.K. 
If 
tti+i == 0 Vz G {z : a^ == 1} 
then 
= 0 Vz G {z : ；)} 二 1}. 
Proof 
Since 
/ ( x ) 二 hb2b3...bn 二 anaia2.. .an—i. 
So, 
(k 二 k+i. 
Thus, 
二 0 Vz G {z : a, 二 1} a^  = 0 Vz G {z ： 二 1} 
二 0 Vz e {2 : = 1}. 
• 
L e m m a 3 Let the binary sequences x 二 and 严-�、(工)二 cic2...cn. 
If 




= CiC2...Cn-lCn = aqCLs …dnCLx 
So, 
Cl = a.i+i 
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Thus, 
{i ： a, 二 1 } n {] : Cj 二 1 } = {z ： a! 二 n {] : o^ .+i = 1 } 
{i ： (a, = 1)八（a^ +i 二 1)} 
二 0 (Since a,+i = 0 \/i e {i : a^  ^  1}) 
• 
T h e o r e m 6 For a ring network with n edges where n is an odd 
I n I 
number，if the rate of each link is equal to we can schedule 
the links by assigning the sequence x to the first link, f{x) to the 
second link, and /(卜 i)(:r) to the i-th link Vz G {3,4,... n} where 
X IS the Regular Sequence with the rate . 
Proof 
By the algorithm we first construct the regular sequence, with 
rate That is lQlQlj3...1Q Q. Let y = ym •••Vn represent 
L号 J consecut ive ‘ 10' 
this sequence. 
Let S{m) be the statement that 
{i : am—�i = n {] ： am,] 二 = 0 
and 
am-i^i+i 二 0 Vz G { r am-i,i = 1}, 
where 
二 a爪—i，ia爪—1’2 • . . a爪—i’n and 
严 [ X � 二 a爪，itt爪’2 . . . a爪’ n . 
- •••• •WHIMWr 
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As 认+1 = 0 Vz G {z : yi 二 1}, by L e m m a 1, S{1) is true. 
Assume S{k — 1) is true, i.e. 
{z : ak-2,z 二 1} n {] : dk—i,] = 1} 二 0 
and 
a/c-2,z+i = 0 Vz G {z ： ak—2,i 二 1} 
where 
= a/,._2,ia/c-2,2.--a/c-2,n and 
严-1)(>) 二 a/^  —l，ia/c — l，2 …O^/c —l，n 
for some integers k. 
As 
a/e-2,z+i = 0 Vz G {z ： aA;—2，z = 1} 
by L e m m a 2， 
a/c—i，m = 0 V2 G {x ： ak — i,i = 1}. 
Together with L e m m a 1, 
where 严[x) 二 a/c’ia/c，2 . .. ^k^n-
So S{k) is true. 
By mathematical induction, S{m) is true for all m G {1，2,... n — 1}. 
By L e m m a 3, 
： ？^  二 1} n {j : 尸 1} 二 0 
where y = ym ...yn and /('几—二 hb�...K. 
Thus, by assigning the sequence y to the first link, f[y) to the 
second link, and / ( 卜 t o the i-th link Vz G {3,4, ...n}, the 
schedules of any two neighbouring links would not have conflict 
and the required data rate can be achieved. 
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• 
Note that for a ring network with n edges, if the rates of all 
the links are the same, the maximum achievable throughput of 
I汪丨 
each link would be It is because at any one time, we can 
only activate at most Lf」links. So the maximum throughput of 
each links would be . By using the Regular Sequences, we 
Tt 
can achieve that upper bound. 
Link:/; ( ) Link: A 
Riue: i/5 / .丨一 
0 0 
Link: I) \ ： Ltrik: B 
Rare: \ . / Rate: 2丨S 
� � L i n k ; ( : � ) 
Kate: 
Figure 3.9: Example of a ring network with odd-number of edges and equal 
rate on each link. 
E x a m p l e 5 Consider the network in Figure 3.9. The desired 
rate of each link is 誉.The Regular Sequence of I is 10100. By 
shifting the sequences x 二 1 0 1 0 0 , we would have the following 
schedules. 
面••圓•_ III •••_____111____—11__11"1_11隱_1_ 
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Link Schedule 
A X = 10100 
B f{x) = 01010 
~ / ⑵ ( 工 ） 二 0 0 1 0 1 
/ ⑶⑷=10010 
E / ⑷(x) = 01001 
Tabic 3.6: Schedules for example 5. 
Link: I’: { ) Link; .1 
Race: 2/5 i、""^ Kate: //3 
Q O 
Link; D Link; B 
Rare; ：/J \ Rale; 
、 - L i n k ; 
Rate: i/4 
Figure 3.10: Example of a ring network with odd-number of edges and dif-
ferent rates oii different links. 
Example 6 
Consider the network in the Figure 3.10. The rates of links 
are | and | respectively. To construct the schedules, 
we assign the sequences x, f{x), f � [ x) ， / � t o the 
first，second, third, fourth and fifth link respectively where x is 
the sequence 10100. Since the third link only require the rate of 
•，we have to convert some of the ‘ 1, of the sequence into '0\ 
First we calculate the L. C. M. (Least Common Multiple) of 5 and 
m, which IS equal to 20. Then we construct the sequence y by 
concatenating 4 regular sequences which was assigned previously. 
Thus, y 二 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 . There are eight Vs in the 
sequence y. To reduce the rate from | to ^ we have to remove 
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three of the 1，s m the sequence. We can choose any three of 
the them. If we want to remove the 1，s more evenly, consider 
the subsequence of y consisting only the 1 The length is 8. 
Construct a regular sequence z of rate So z ^ 01010111， 
that means the second, fourth, sixth, seventh and eighth position 
of the sequence z is '1 \ Thus, the first，third and fifth (1, of 
the sequence y should convert to (0’ while the second, fourth， 
sixth，seventh and eighth (1, of the sequence y should remain 
T. The new sequence w 二 00〇0100〇〇100001〇〇101 would be the 
scheduling sequence of the third link, where the rate would equal 
to ^ which would be our desired rate. 
Link I A I C 
Desired Rate ^ ^ 
m 15 20 
y 10100 10100 10100 00101 00101 00101 00101 
Rate。f I I 
—z 011111 01010111 
^ 00100 10100 10100 00001 00001 00001 00101 
Tabic 3.7: Construction of the schedules for links A and C in example C. 
Link Schedule 
A 001001010010100 001001010010100... 、 j、 一 _ ^ 
~ B 0101001010 . . . 
C OOOQlOQQQlQQQOlOOlQipQQOlQQOQlQOQQlQQlOl... 、 -� ) 、 ^ — ^ 
D 00101 00101... 
^ 1001010010... 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Tabic 3.8: Schedules for example G. 
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Here, we introduce Algorithm 5 which is used to construct a 
丨汪丨 
sequence(not a Regular Sequence) with rate < 十 from the 
I汪1 
Regular Sequence with rate 二 
Algorithm 5 
Input: 
n: Number of edges in the odd-edge ring network 
s: Order of the link in the ring network 
i n J 
署：Desired rate of the output sequence, where ^ < ^ 
Output: 
w: Sequence with rate 二 g 
Process: 
1. Construct the regular sequence ofx, which is equal to、1010;. . IQ 0. 
L 号 J con.ser:iitivt '10' 
2. Let m be the L.C.M. (Least Common Multiple) of n arid q. 
3. Let y be the sequence by concatenating f � — f t � � for m/n 
times, (i.e. ///�(>)=oaa? . . . a„,， 
then y 二 a i a 〗 . . . . • • cin 以 • • • ciny) 
^ V 
^ consecutitie 'Qji CL j (22 • • - CLn ‘ 
4. Convert any ([J�• : — P . 7”，into 0，s. Let the converted 
sequence be w. Note that the rate of w = (Number of 1，s 
LfJ By converting (LfJ . f — P . f ) 广 ^ 饥to 0,s’ 
, f . , • n m ( n m _ rn \ _ , rn 
number of 1 ,s remains 二 b � . 一 (L^ . TT — 口 . —广 g ‘ 
So the rate of w 二 [p . y)/m = 
5. Output the sequence w 
Remarks: 
jf we want the Ts distributed on the output sequence more 
evenly, step 4 of the algorithm can be replaced by the following: 
I I I I I • • • • • • • I M l w i l l III! I l l I l l l l • 圓 l l _ _ _ l l 
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4a Let z be the Regular Sequence 
where pf 二 p . and qf = L|J • 
Note that rate of z = r: < 1. 
rq.nrp r — 巧 — J ^ <r — 血 < ^ < 1 ) 
4b Construct the Regular Sequence z = . . • Zq丨，denote K = 
{i : 之 z = 0 } . So, 二 qf — p,, 
4c Convert the i-th T of sequence y into ‘0, where i G K. Let 
the modified sequence be w. Note that rate of w 二 
(Number of I's m y 二 qf. By converting {qf — pf) 1 into 
0’s’ number of 1，3 m w 二 qf — {qf — p/) p. 
p.221 
So rate of w 二 = f 二 
T h e o r e m 7 For a ring network with n edges where n is an odd 
number, if all the rates of the links are less than or equal to 
iii-^ one can obtain a feasible schedule by shifting the Regular 
Sequences and using Algorithm 5. 
Proof 
By Theorem 6，we can do the scheduling using the Regular Se-
I n I 
quences if all the rates 二 By converting some of the l，s of 
the sequence into 〇,s, we can achieve the desired rate which is 
less than or equal to 毕.Algorithm 5 is used to do the conver-
sion. 
• 
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3.5 Discussion 
From the previous sections, we can see that by using the Regular 
Sequences, a feasible schedule can be obtained on ring network 
with even-number of edges. For ring network with odd-number 
of edges, we can obtain a feasible schedule with Regular Se-
quences and their splitted versions. Besides, due to the nature 
of the Regular Sequences, there is at least a '1' within the first 
two digits in any sequence. That means the nodes in the the 
ring network can start to transmit the data to their neighbours 
within the first two timeslots. 
Also, the T are spread quite evenly on the sequences, which 
means the delay jitter between any two packets on a link is 
small. This is important for some internet applications such as 
video streaming or VOIP. Thus, scheduling using the Regular 
Sequences can provide some benefits in terms of low delay jitter. 
3.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we provide a scheduling algorithm on ring net-
works. W e can see that such algorithm can utilize the network 
capacity by just using two sets of Regular Sequences. Further-
more, it can provide benefits on some internet applications in 
which packet delay jitter is one of the important considerations. 
• E n d of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Distributed Scheduling 
Algorithm for A d H o c Network 
S u m m a r y 
Scheduling in ad hoc network with arbitrary topology is 
a N P Complete Problem, even with a centralized sched-
uler. In this part, a distributed heuristic algorithm is 
presented for scheduling, which would provide optimal 
results in some kinds of special networks. 
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4.1 Problem Formulation 
Consider an ad hoc network with an arbitrary topology. Due to 
the interferences from other links, when one link is active, neigh-
boring links cannot be active at the same time. Suppose each 
link has specific traffic demands. H o w to allocate the minimal 
number of timeslots to satisfy the traffic demands is an open 
problem. In this section of the thesis, a distributed algorithm is 
proposed to allocate the timeslots efficiently. 
4.2 Distributed Scheduling Heuristic Algorithm 
4.2.1 Weight functions 
First, we introduce a metric which is going to be used in the 
proposed algorithm. For the conflict graph G{V,E), define the 
weight funciton W{i) for each node i e V. Let be the traffic 
demands of node i E V. W e propose three ways of calculating 
the weight functions: 
1. Wi{i) ^  a random number E [〇,1 
2. W 2 ⑷ = = n 
3. W 3 � 二 n + 細 ⑷ . 
Note that for these three weight functions, the values are all 
finite real numbers. 
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I raffle demand of link / 一 厂， 
O - O - - o — O — < > 7 C > " < > — - 〇 
link 1 jink 2 link 3 link 4 link 5 link 6 link 7 
-3 r： =2 f'i =3 r.i =7 r? =2 /v, r? = I 
Figure 4.1: Connectivity graph of a chain network. 
‘fo ® © 6 / \ \ / 
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r、—2 r,! = I />, 
Figure 4.2: Conflict graph of the chain network. 
E x a m p l e 7 Consider the chain network in Figure 4.1. First’ 
transform the graph into the conflict graph (Figure 4.2). Next 
we can calculate the weights function W{i) for i 二 Q as follows: 
1. = 0.8355 
2. = 5 
3. W3(6) = 5 + 1 + 2 + 1 = 9. 
Mil l • •_•_ wii•••••II•!••• 1(1 III ___irirmm—niMT] 
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4.2.2 M a i n Algorithm 
Here we present our algorithm: 
Algorithm 6 
1. For the source node of each link li in the connectivity graph, 
construct a local conflict graph, which is a conflict graph 
only with nodes (links in connectivity graph) interfering 
with link I” according to the interference model and the 
network topology. Assign a unique ID with each node in 
the conflict graph. 
2. For each node in the conflict graph (i.e. the source node of 
the link) calculates their weights, which is a finite number, 
according to the formula described in the previous section. 
(Note that a node in the conflict graph corresponds to an 
edge in the original network topology.) 
S. Repeat the following until all traffic demands are satisfied 
For Each tirneslot, 
(a) Each node in the conflict graph exchanges its weight 
with their neighbors. 
(h) Each node in the conflict graph corn,pares its weight with 
their neighbors. If the node finds that its weight is the 
largest among others, the tirneslot is reserved for this 
node. If there ts a tie, the unique ID of the node will 
be compared instead. 
(c) The nodes which have been allocated the tirneslot will 
send one unit of data. 
(d) One unit of traffic demand will be deducted for those 
nodes which have been allocated the tirneslot. 
(e) Update the traffic demands and the weights of each 
node. 
• • •!•••• ••iiiiwiiiiMiiiiiipnnB II Willi liinimiiiii 
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(f) If the traffic demand of a node is equal to zero, the 
neighboring nodes will remove that node from their local 
conflict graphs. 
By using Algorithm 6, the following results hold: 
T h e o r e m 8 In each timeslot, at least one traffic demand will 
be satisfied. Hence, the algorithm terminates m a finite number 
of steps for a net/work with finite amount of traffic. 
Proof 
Since the weights of the nodes in the conflict graph are finite 
numbers, there must exist a node with weight larger than or 
equal to its neighbours. If the weight of a node is larger than 
its neighbours, the node can gain the timeslot. If the weights 
are equal, the unique ID will be the tie breaker. So at least one 
unit of traffic demand will be satisfied at each timeslot. As the 
weights of the nodes are finite numbers, after finite number of 
timeslots, all the traffic demand in the network will be satisfied. 
As a result, the proposed algorithm will be terminated. 
• 
L e m m a 4 Let G{V,E) be the conflict graph. e E, then 
timeslot will not be allocated for i and j at the same time. 
Proof 
Let the weights of where E E, be W{{) and W{j) 
respectively. If two contending links in the network topology 
are activated at the same time, that means W{i) > W{j) and 
W{j) > W[i). This leads to contradiction. 
• 
T h e o r e m 9 If the conflict graph G{V,E) is a complete graph, 
z.e. (j 6 V 八 J. e V ) (z, j) G E, by using the Algorithm 6, the 
number of timeslots used is minimal. 
••••••• II iiiiiiiMwiBiMiiiii iTmwjTTTnimr—11T1I 
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Proof 
For a complete graph, each node is the neighbour of all other 
nodes. Theoretically, in each timeslot, at most one unit of traf-
fic demand of a node can be satisfied. So minimum number 
of timeslots required 二 T—ai 二 Yl^ev ^^ where is the traffic 
demand of node i. For the proposed distributed algorithm, by 
Theorem 8, at least one traffic demand will be satisfied in each 
timeslot. Since G is a complete graph, by L e m m a 4, at most 
one traffic demand will be satisfied in cach timeslot. As a result, 
one and only one traffic demand will be satisfied in each times-
lot. Thus, the number of timeslots required by the proposed 
distributed algorithm 二 Y^ev�i 二 T—ai. So the Algorithm 6 
will use the minimal number of timeslots. 
• 
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4.3 Centralized algorithm on a chain network 
Here, we compare the proposed distributed algorithm with the 
optimal one. Generally speaking, scheduling the traffic for an 
ad hoc network with an arbitrary topology is an N P Complete 
Problem. However, for a chain network, with the following in-
terference model, we can find the minimal tirneslots required to 
satisfy the traffic demands of each link. 
1. The nodes are separated in equal distance d. 
2. Each node is equipped with one radio interface with omni-
directional antenna. 
3. Each node will transmit data to the node in their right-
hand-side which is one hop away. 
4. The transmission range is equal to the interfering range, 
which is a circle with radius equal to d. 
Let r, be the traffic demands of link i. From [27], if the tran-
mission topology is a forest, i.e. there is no cycles in it, there 
has a centralized algorithm to schedule the traffic demands of 
the links in an optimal way. The minimal number of tirneslots 
required is equal to the magnitude of the maximum contention 
clique (mcc), which is denoted as \mcc\. (Contention clique is a 
set of links such that any two links within the set interfere with 
each other; the contention clique with maximum size is called 
the mcc, its size is denoted as \mcc\). Consider the conflict graph 
of a chain network in the figure: 
o o o p p P o 
\ ,/ \ ‘ ‘ 
2 门.....—一 .. . Ics—.. ‘ ‘ ( ) 
Figure 4.3: Conflict graph of the chain network used in algorithm 7. 
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Algorithm 7 [27] 
Here we present the optimal centralized algorithm to allocate the 
timeslots in a chain network according to the idea stated in [27]: 
1. Locate the maximum contention clique + 1,2 + 2). i.e. 
find the i such that r, + + r,+2 仏 maximum. If there is 
a tie, just choose one arbitrary, 
2. Assign timeslots to nodes i, z-f 1 andt + 2. Let the number 
of timeslots used 二 T ' 
3. for ] ：二 I + 3 to |y| do 
Assign r] out of T' timeslots to node j. (Note that it is 
always possible r^.—2+ — i < T'. If rj—2 + rj—i+r] > 
T', it will contradict with step 1 that + 十 2) is the 
maximum contention clique.) 
for J•：二 i 一 1 downto 1 do 
Assign r] out of T' timeslots to node j. (Note that it is 
always possible as r^-+ < . + r计 1+ > 
T', it will contradict with step 1 that {i/i + 1,2 + 2) is the 
maximum contention clique.) 
The timeslots used 二 ，which is mimmal as we cannot allocate 
timeslots less than V for contention clique + + 2). So 
this algorithm can produce the optimal scheduling. 
4.4 Performance of the Algorithm on Chain 
Network 
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed 
distributed algorithm with the centralized algorithm. 
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Link: h Link:/: Link: I； Link: Link:/:" 
Rale: r.^ Rate: r、广 Rale: >、—、 , Rate: Ov Rate: r：, 
〇 一 U . 1 . - - O . . . ， C . ) 〇 - - 〇 - , Q ) 
Figure 4.4: A chain network with 20 edges. 
4.4.1 Comparison 1 
Consider a long chain network with 20 edges as in Figure 4.4. 
Suppose Tj is the traffic demand of link l^ . W e performed the 
following simulation: 
1. For each link z, assign r^  an integer uniformly distributed 
from 1 to 10. 
2. Calculate the |mcc| of that network. 
3. Use the distributed algorithm to find the total number of 
timeslots, T, that is required for satisfying all the traffic 
demands the network. 
4. Compute the efficiency, e//, of proposed the distributed 
algorithm. 
5. Simulate the network for 5000 times with different r and 
get the average eff. 
Here the efficiency,e//, is calculated as follows: 
throughout achieved by the proposed distributed algorithm 
eff — 
throughput achieved by the centralized algorithm 




The following table summarizes the simulation results: From 
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Weight Function Efficiency 
— H/j — 0.7581— 
W2 0.7879 
— 14/3 — 0.8254 
Tabic 4.1: Simulation results of comparison 1. 
the result, we can see that by using W：^, a higher utilization of 
the bandwidth can be achieved. 
4.4.2 Comparsion 2 
Let r'jc be the vector 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 (10+x) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10], 
where the elements of the vector are representing the traffic de-
mands of the links. For example, if x = r^ = r^ = 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 13 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10], 
which means the traffic demands of link 11 is equal to 13 while 
the traffic demand of other links = 10. 
For each x, we simulate the network for 1000 times with dif-
ferent unique IDs for the links and get the average value of eff. 
W e plot the graph of eff against x in Figure 4.5. 
From the result, we can see that by using M,3, a higher uti-
lization of the bandwidth can be achieved. 
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Figure 4.5: Comparsion 2: Plot of eff against x. 
4.4.3 Comparsion 3 
Let Tx be the vector 
10 10 10 10 10 10 ( 1 0 + x ) 10 10 10 10 10 10 (10- fx ) 10 10 10 10 10 10], 
where the elements of the vector are representing the traffic de-
mands of the links. For example, if 二 3, r工 二 二 
10 10 10 10 10 10 13 10 10 10 10 10 10 13 10 10 10 10 10 10], 
which means the traffic demands of links 7 and 14 arc equal to 
13 while the traffic demand of other links = 10. 
For each x, we simulate the network for 1000 times with dif-
ferent unique IDs for the links and get the average value of eff. 
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W e plot the graph of eff against x in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: Comparsion 3: Plot of eff against x. 
From the result, again we can see that by using M/3, a higher 
utilization of the bandwidth can be achieved. 
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4.5 Performance of the Algorithm on Ran-
d o m Conflict graph 
In this section, we present results comparing the performance 
obtained using different weight functions in a random conflict 
graph. 
W e performed the following simulation: 
1. Consider a conflict graph G' 二 (]/,, E') with 20 nodes. 
2. \/i,j E V,, {iJ) E E' with probability p 
3. The traffic demand r^  is equal to 10 for all i 
4. Calculate the number of tirneslots required to satisfy all 
the traffic demands in the network if we use the proposed 
distributed algorithm with weight Wi, denoted it as 7\ 
5. Calculate the number of tirneslots required if weight W2 is 
used, denoted it as T〗 
6. Calculate the number of tirneslots required if weight wj is 
used, denoted it as T3 
7. Compute the relative efficiency re2 =式 
8. Compute the relative efficiency re3 二 劳 
9. For each p, simulate the network for 1000 times and get the 
average value of rei and re? 
Simulation result is shown in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: Plot of re<2 and re-^ against x. 
From the graph, we can see that for a conflict graph which is 
medium or highly conncctcd (2 nodes in the conflict graph arc 
connected with probability > 0.18, using weight function M/3⑷ 
can have better performance than using W^{；i)-
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W h e n the traffic demand r^  of above simulation was changed 
to an integer uniformly distributed from 1 to 10, following results 
were obtained: 
J ‘ ‘ 丄 〜 人 … 八 , 人 ， , \ ‘ ‘ 
〔 " . . . / 
0.9 - \ 、 ； 
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P 
Figure 4.8: Plot of re<2 and re-^ against x. 
Again, we can see that 14^ 3(z) can have a better performance 
than ⑷. 
4.6 Discussion 
From the simulations above, we can see that, by using the weight 
function W3, the number of timeslots used is smaller than using 
VV^ i and W2. In a chain network, the efficiency can even go to 
0.9. So we believe that the proposed distributed algorithm with 
the weight function W3 is a good choice for scheduling timeslots 
in an wireless ad hoc network. 
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4.7 Special Graphs 
In this section, we investigate on certain special graphs in which 
the proposed distributed algorithm can achieve the optimal sched-
ule if weight VK3 is used. 
T h e o r e m 10 Suppose the conflict graph of the ad hoc network 
consists of two complete graphs Gi{Vi, Ei) and (^2(^2, ^ 2)； if 
Vi n V2 • 0； then the proposed distributed algorithm achieves the 
same throughput as the optimal algorithm. 
©.——砂:〜^^^^^^^^^、、、 
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Figure 4.9: T w o cliqucs with some nodes intcrscctcd. 
Proof 
Let A be the set containing the nodes Vi H V2. By the construc-
tion of the proposed distributed algorithm, the weights of the 
nodes in set A will be larger than the weights of the nodes in 
set (Vi U V2) \ A- So the traffic demands of the nodes in set A 
will be satisfied first. As the nodes in set A will form a complete 
graph, ^ T i timeslots are required for satisfying the traffic 
demands in set A. After that, the graph will be broken into two 
separate complete graphs. The timeslots required for the node 
in these two complete graph will be X^.^kaa ^ ^ and 
respectively. As timeslots can be allocated for these two com-
plete graphs at the same time without any conflict, timeslots 
required in this stage = max n, J^.^y^^yi So total 
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timeslots required for the distributed algorithm would be 
f X 
^ r, -f max [ r" [ r, > 
where == Vj n V2 
The number of timeslots required is the same as the optimal 
one. Since each node in set A will conflict with all other nodes 
in the graph, if a timeslot is allocated for a node in set A, all 
other nodes cannot use this timeslot. So timeslots are 
required for allocating the traffic demands in set A. After 
allocating the timeslots in set A, the graph will be broken into 
two complete graphs. Extra timeslots required 
二 max So the total timeslots for the 
proposed distributed algorithm is the same as the optimal one. 
• 
T h e o r e m 11 Suppose the conflict graph of the ad hoc net/work 
consists of three complete graphs Gi(Vi, Ei), ^2) cmd 
G3(V^3,五3). ive力 A = V i n \ / 2 ， 二 ！ / 2 n l / 3 = V i n \ / 3 . If 
A •免,B ^ ^ and C 二 0. Then the proposed distributed 
algorithm achieves the optimal result if the following condition 
holds: 
( \ 
max < ^ n, ^ n, ^ r^ > - ^ U 
jeVi\A leVAB ieV2\{AuD) leV'zMAuB) 
Proof 
To get the centralized optimal scheduling for such kind of 
graph, suppose the nodes in the set A and B get the timeslots 
first. While assigning timeslots to nodes in set A, we can 
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Figure 4.10: Three cliqucs with some nodes intcrscctcd. 
schedule the timeslots for nodes in B as well. For the same 
reason, while we are assigning timeslots to nodes in set B, 
timeslots can be scheduled to nodes in V-[\ A as well. After 
assigning the timeslots in A and B, the graph will become 3 
separate cliques. And timeslots can be assigned to nodes in the 
3 cliques in the same time. So if 
max YlieV2\B Y1igV2\{AuB) 二 YlieV2\{AuB) 
then the total number of timeslots required 二 
+ E n 
leA leB ieV2\{AuB) 
For the distributed algorithm, nodes either in the sets A arid B 
will get the highest weight, so timeslots will be assigned to 
them first. While assigning timeslots in sets A and B, some 
nodes in Vi\ B and V2 \ ^  may get the timeslots. After all 
nodes in sets A and B have gained the timeslots, the graph 
will be separated into 3 cliques. So timeslots can be assigned 
to them in a parallel way. However, if 
max T'l, '^leV^XD 二 YlieV2\{Aui3) 
the total timeslots required using the proposed distributed 
algorithm —-
leA leB ieV2\{AuB) 
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Thus, the distributed algorithm can produce the optimal result 
if the condition in the theorem holds. 
• 
So by using Theorems 10 and 11，the proposed distributed 
algorithm can produce the optimal scheduling in networks with 
certain special conflict graphs. 
4.8 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we propose a distributed heurisitic scheduling 
algorithm which works for networks with an arbitrary 
topology. Comparisions with the optimal centralized 
scheduling algorithm in chain networks are studied. Finally, we 
have studied certain kinds of special graphs in which the 
optimal scheduling can be achieved by using the proposed 
distributed algorithm. 
• E n d of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
S u m m a r y 
In this part, we give a conclusion for the thesis. 
To conclude, we have given the background study about 
scheduling in ad hoc network in chapter 2. Since scheduling on 
the network with an arbitrary topology is an N P Complete 
Problem, an optimal solution is very difficult to obtain. 
In chapter 3, we introduce a new family of sequences, called 
regular sequence. By using the sequences, a simple centralized 
algorithm is presented which can produce optimal scheduling 
in ring networks if the number of edges is even. For the 
odd-edge ring network, if some conditions are hold, optimal 
scheduling can also be found. Due to the nature of the regular 
sequences, the schedule obtained by the algorithm can 
facilitate some kinds of applications such as video streaming or 
VOIP where the delay jitter between any two packets are 
required to be small in order to have a smooth data traffic. 
In chapter 4, we have presented a distributed heuristic 
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algorithm which can do scheduling on an ad hoc network with 
an arbitrary topology. Comparisons with the optimal 
algorithm for chain networks are given. Moreover, we prove 
that the algorithm can produce optimal results for certain type 
of special network topologies. 
• E n d of chapter. 
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